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Abstract. Node-label controlled graph grammars t NLC grammars) are a mechanism to generate 
sets of graphs (called graph languages). This paper examines the generating power of NLC 
grammars with a restricted connection relation and some closure properties of the class of NLC 
languages. Also, a modified language generating mechanism for NLC grammars is introduced, 
and the resulting chrss of graph languages is compared to the class of NLC languages. All results 
arc based on grairsmars with one-fetter terminal alphabets. 
Recently, node-label controlled (NIX) graph grammars have been intensively 
studied as a method for generating sets of node-labelled graphs (called graph 
languages> [3,9]. The key feature of NLC-grammars is that both the application of 
a production and the embedding of a newly introduced subgraph are controlled by 
node-labels. These grammars were introduced and studied in a series of papers by 
Janssens and Rozenberg [3-S]. They examined the combinatorial structure of the 
languages generated by NLC grammars, and also researched several extensions and 
variation.; of the NLC model. 
In a later paper, Ehrenfeucht et al. [I] examined several restrictions on 
grammars, including analogues of the Chomsky and Grei ach normal forms for 
string grammars. None of the restrictions that they consi 
forms for NLC grammars. owever, they left several questions unanswered concern- 
C grammars that have only a single termi 
questions, and also investigates additio 
1 label. The additional pro 
an alternative generation 
problems. 
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We will consider only finite undirected graphs without loops or 
The nodes of the graph are i&&led with symbols from a 
nodes of a graph GIN have the same label, we will sometrmes 
a! = ( V, E), where V is the (finite) set of nodes in cy and E C_ ( V x V) is the set of 
edges in cy. Since cy is undirected and without loops, E must be a symmetric relation 
ot contain pairs of the form ( U, u). r to graphs satisfyin 
tions simply as graphs. If cy is a notes the number 
or a finite alphabet 2, denotes the set all graphs witI: node 
labels from Z. (We do not fistic etween isor orphic graphs, so this is indeed 
a set.) 
An NLC grammar is a system = (2, A, P, C, S), where 
non-empty set, called the set o bels, 
A is a proper non-empty subset of 2, called the set of terknal k&Is, 
P is a finite set of pr~ekrctions: each production has the form X := cy, where X is 
a non-terminal label (X E G - A) and cy is a graph from 
C G C x C is a binary relation, called the connection rehtioi: 
SE C - A is a special non-terminal label, ca!!ed the slt~n.rct s~mbo.5 
Let G = (2, A, P, C, S) be an NLC grammar. A production (X := cy ) E P is applied 
as follows: 
(1) Start with a graph p and a specific occurrence of an X-labelled node in EL. 
This node is called the mother node. The set of nodes which are directly connected 
to the mother node is called the neighbourhood. 
(2) Delete the mother node from the graph p. 
(3) Add to p a copy of the labelled graph cy. This new occurrence of cy is called 
the daughter graph. 
(4) For each pair ( Y, 2) E C, connect every Y-labelled node in the daughter 
graph to every Z-labelled node in the neighbourhood. 
f 7 is the graph resuhing from steps (l)-(4), we write p +c q to denote the relation 
“q is directly derived from p in “. A sequence of such transformations 
is called a derivation of length n, and is denoted by pLo 3 G p,,. When the grammar 
is understood, we also write simply p * v or ho 3 p,,. 
The uage generated by the grammar is the set of all graphs with terminal 
labels can be derived from the graph h a single S-labelled node, i.e., 
is generated by 
For any integer k 2 0, an NLC grammar is called Lary iff we have lcvl< k for all 
productions X := cy. n &-production is a productio := &, where E is the empty 
graph. 
Z=(S,a =I4 c=((a,dl 
and s:= The following is a 
S a a a u ” 
. 
Note that in the last step the left node gets connected only to the middle node, 
since the right node was not in the neighbourhood of the S-labelled node. 
language generated by this grammar consists of all non-empty c ains in which all 
nodes are labelled a. 
mm .3. As another example, let = (2, d, P, C, S), where C = (S, a, b), 
{a, bj, C = {(S, a j, (S, b), (a, b), (b, a)) and P contains the two productions shown 
in Fig. 1. In any derivation, the S-labelled node remains connected to all other 
&I m#-%. .+E..VY”CI. Eventually, the second production must be applied, and the resulting graph 
is the final graph. At each step, the new a-tabelled node must connect to all b-labelled 
and vice versa. Therefore, the language generated by this grammar is L= 
= W,, n I n a 0, where K,.,, is a complete bipartite graph with n nodes on each 
side (see Fig. 2). All left nodes are labelled a and all right nodes are labelled b. 
s a h := 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
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estrictions 0 nection relation 
One class of restrictions of NLC grammars examined in [I] concerns t 
tion relation of the grammar. An NLC grammar is called functional if 
relation is a partial function. It is called inverse functional if the inverse of its 
connection relation is a partial function. And it is called symmetric if its connection 
relation is a symmetric relation. 
[l] that all of the above restrictions reduce t 
cs. However, the proofs assume that the te 
a size 32. We show that the results from [I] still hold for a 
size 1. 
The proofs in this s ection assume NLC grammars wi hout E-productions. We 
therefore need as a preliminary result Theorem 2.1 from 
Let k 2 0 be an integer and = (2; A, P, C, S) be Q k-ary grammar. Then 
there exists a k-arygrammar 6” = (2, A, P”, C, S) such that P’ contains no E-productions 
and ?) = ) -(E). Thar is, (C’) is iderY;tical to j, except possibly for the 
empty graph. 
The transformation of an NLC grammar into an equivalent grammar with- 
out E-productions can be done effectively: it is very similar to the elimination of 
&-productions from a context-free string grammar [2]. Note that the elimination 
of e-productions changes only the set of productions P: no other components 
of the grammar are aRected. In particular, this implies that &-productions can be 
eliminated without changing properties of the connection relation C (like functional- 
ity, kverse functionaiity and symmetry j. e sometimes call an LC grammar 
without E-productions an E-free grammar. 
erivations in a grammar without &-productions have the important property 
that the number of nodes is non-decreasing from one derivation step to the next. 
For a derivation l l + p) with n = Ipl> 1, it follows that there is a last 
graph y with fewer than n nodes. We can therefore write 
where all graphs up to y have fewer than n nodes, and all graphs after y have 
exactly n nodes. For such a derivation, we call y the critical graph, and we call the 
derivation step y + S the critical step. 
. C danguage L over a one-letter terrdnai alphabet, which 
is not generated by any functional NLC grammar. 
nodes labelled 
ere is a k-ary ( 
at generates e. e may assume 
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that P contains no &-productionq. Also note that (1p, a) E C, since otherwise no graph 
generated by could contain a connected component with more than k nodes. 
contains all circles C, of the form shown in Fig. 3 with n 2 3 nodes. Choose n > k + 2 
e will now show that the assumption of deriving ,U leads to a 
ch proves the theorem. 
g-=+@s*~g~ + p) be a derivation of p in where y 
denotes the critical graph, i.e., 1 yi < n, ISI = n = Ip 1. Let X := cy be the pro 
applied in the step y * 8. Since this step increases the nu er of nodes, 1~132. 
After this step, only node-relabelling productions are appli 
Let cy’ be the subgraph of the final graph p derived from ar. Since p is a circle 
with n > IdI nodes, there must be two nodes x; in cy’ and yi in p - cy’ which are 
directly connected. Since Ia’I=I432 and I~-QI’I=I~I-la!i~n-k~k+2-k=2, 
we can choose two more nodes xi in cy’ and ys in (p - CT’), such that xi f xi, yi f yi , 
and xi, yi are directly connected (see Fig. 4). Let x, 9 x2, y1 , yz be the nodes in 6 
which are the ancestor nodes of xl,, xi, yi, yS, respectively. Then, x1, y, and x2, 
yz must be directly connected in 6. Now we show that y, and yz are both labelled 
a in 6. Supppose, y, is labelled Y f a. 
Case 1: xl is isbelled cc. Since ‘Y, is connec to yk, we have (n, Y) E C. Since 
(a, a) E C, this contradicts the functionality of 
Case 2: x, is labelled X # a. Then x, and y1 both have non-terminal abels. Either 
x, or y1 must derive an a-labelled node first (in the derivation ). At this step, the 
edge connecting xl and y, must be broken (since is functional and (a, a) E C, 
thus (a, 2) E C for all 2 # a). This is a contradiction to xi, yi being connected 
in p. 
a 
a 
a 
a 
Fig. 3. 
a’ 
Fig. 4. 
Therefore, y, must be labelled Q in S, and similarly yz must be iabelled Q in S. 
Since G is NLC, there must also be edges connecting x, , yz and x2+ y1 in 6 (see 
Fig. 5). Since any rew iting of x1 (or x2) treats the connections to yl and y2 idle 
all four edges must be prese t in the final graph EL. 
cannot have a cychz of length 4. •J 
a 
Fig. 5. 
eorem 3.2. 172e8ae is fl1163 MC language L over a one-letter terminal alphabet, d2icic2 
is rtot generated by any inverse functional LC grammar. 
roof. A graph g = ( V, E) is called complete iff 
E =(Vx V)-{(v, V)]VE ‘P), 
i.e., if it has all possible edges. Let L be the Ian 
nodes labelled a. it is easy to verify that L is an 
for a k-ary E-free inverse functional NLC 
Let g E L be a sufidently large 
(S**** *(Y*p*** a==+) be a deri 
where a production is applied which contains a non-terminal in the 
daughter graph. Let Z:= y be the production applied in this step. Let X be a 
ok-terminal label of a node n, in y. The graph (/3 - y) cannot be empty, otherwise 
= Iyl c k, which would imply 1~~1 s k’. Therefore, we can choose a node n?. E 
(/3 - y). Let Y be the label of n!.. Since the final graph is complete, va, must connect 
d we have (X, Y)E (see Fig. 6). 
’ be a derivation in obtained from as follows. If Y is a non-terminal 
label, and n_,. is rewritten in the tail (p =+ l l l * p) of before it, is rewritten, then 
n steps which rewrite n, and n,., otherwis 
, n). is still labelled Y when 
tc ;“?,., hence (a, Y j E C. 
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Fig. 6. 
We have (a, V) E C and (X, V) E C. ut since X # a, annot be inverse func- 
tional. The contradiction shows that E nnot be generat y an inverse functio 
NLC grammar. •1 
To show that symmetry of the connection relation also reduces the generatin 
power of NLC grammars for a one-ietter terminal alphabet, we need a few definitions 
and two technical lemmas. 
nition 3.3. Let g = ( V, E) be a graph and X a subset of the nodes of g. 
(X)={UE Vfthere exists an RX: (Z&E E}=all nodes that are directly 
connected to some node in X. 
in g iff for all nodes x E X either 
(ij x is directly connected to every node in P&(X), or 
(ii) x is not directly connected to any node in Ak( X ). 
(d) x E X is an inner node of X iff x is not directly connected to any node in Ne( 
Let L be an NLC language over a one-letter terminal alphabet and 
k-ary, E-free ?iLC grammar that generates L. 7i6en, for any g E L (with lgl> k), there 
exists a g’ E L such that 
(4 lg’l = 191, 
(b) g’ has an extreme set 
Let gE L (with lgl> k), and let 
l *p==2y=+- erivation of g in 
(/3 =+ y) the critical step in 
Z:= e the production a 
z the Z-Pabelled node i that is rewritte 
erivatio 
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(1) copy all steps up to (but not including) the critical step; 
(2) rewrite the nodes in Ne(z) until they are all labelled by the one termi 
(,applying steps fr the latter part of the derivation); 
(3) apply the criticai step; 
(4) apply the rGi&i 
the modified derivation is in L a 
et X be the set of nodes in g’ that was introduce 
oreover, X is extreme. 
labelled a (the terminal label). Since 
all the nodes in Ne(X). 
disconnected from one of 
them. Cl 
3.5. Let L be an injnite NLC language of connecte 
alphabet. Let = (2, (iz )+ p, C. S) be a swnrnetric k-a 
e 
ouer a one-letter 
C grammar with 
(G) = L. Then, $9:’ ail g E L with !gl > S ! 11 gk L 
properties : 
(1) lg’l = IsI; 
Let g E L with 1g > k and let Z:= cy be the production a ied in the critical 
step in a derivation of g in G (2~ IQ! c k). Rearrange the deri ion as follows: 
(1) apply all the steps up to (but not including) the critical step; 
(2) let z be the node which will be rewritten in the critical step apply r&belling 
productions fro e latter part of the derivation to the nodes in t e neighbourhood 
of z, until they all have terminal labels; 
(3) apply the critical step; 
(4) select a node that still has a non-terminal label (if there is one) and apply 
the remaining steps for this node in sequence; 
(5) repeat (4) in turn for every remaining node that still has a non-terminal label. 
et g’ be the resulting graph, and let X be the set of nodes in g’ i traduced in the 
critical step. We have lg’l = 191, and X is an extreme set in g’ with 2~ 1x1 s k (see 
the proof of Lemma 3.4). It remains to show that no two inner nodes in X are 
connected by an edge. 
Let u, u be two inner nodes in X and let N = Ne(X). Since g’ is connected and 
lg’l> k, we have N f 0. Since u and 1~ are not directly connected to any node in N, 
e nodes in N are labelled a when the critical step is applied, there 
EC with the following properties: 
(I) (U, a)@ C a 
iate graph after the critica 
mediate graph after t e critical step, 21 is labelled V. 
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Since Igti > k and g’ is con ected, we have (a, a) E C, and therefore U f a and 
V # a. Since the production steps after the critical step are “not mixed”, one 01 the 
nodes u, v must be iabeired a before any productton is applied to the other node. 
Let u be the node that reaches the terminal label first. 
L/lirsse i : ‘itha the iid step is appiied to ti, v is iabelled K ‘Node u must disconnect 
from v at this step, since ( V, a) E! C and C is symmetric, therefore (a, V) e C. 
Case 2: When t nal step is applied to EI, EJ is not Oabelled Since no 
productions have been apphed to v yet, v mus when u is already 
labelled a. At this step, v disconnects from U. 
ere is an LC langMugs L over a one-letter alphabet which is not 
generated b,t) any symnetric grammar. 
= (2, {a}, P, C, S), where C =={& U, V, a). 
productions: 
(1) see Fig. 7; 
(2) see Fig. 8; 
contains the llowin 
) consists of all graphs g of the form shown in Fig. 9 (all nodes labelled 
~8). Suppose, there is a symmetric k-ary NLC grammar ’ with ‘) = L. We may 
S := V V 
V V 
Fig. 7. 
V v 
Fig. 8. 
Fig. 9. 
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a= a 
a 
Fig. IO. 
assume that G’ s ~-free. iei g t L with igi 2 k +3. Since L contarns only one graph 
with !gl nodes, g must contain an extreme set X with 2 s 1x1 s k, such that no two 
are directly connected (by Lemma 3.5). 
owever, an analysis by cases shows that any extreme set i 
contains at least one subgraph LY of the form s 
extreme set in g with 22 nodes er nodes which are 
directly connected. The c~tra cannot be generated by a 
symmetric grammar. III 
.C re pro 
In this section, we examine closure properties of the class of NLC graph languages: 
we consider the set-theoretic ~*~~n+:~ l 
. 
pbl arrms InteMXtiGii QLI =ad complement and the 
graph-theoretic operations dual and edge complement. 
. l7re c/ass NLC is not closed under intemctkn. 
oaf. Let c, = (& (a), P, C,, S), G2 = (2, {a}, P, Ci, Sj, where 2 = {S, A, B, X, a). 
contains the following productions: 
II\ 31. 
\‘1 xc Ffg. 11, 
to the 
either 
order 
a)), C, = {(A, 4, (x, B), (a, W). 
,)=Cu R,, where C={C,, C, ,... }9 where C,, is a 
d all graphs in R, contain a cycle of length 3. 
must start with production (l), followed by n 2 0 applica- 
s n applications of production (3) to no es not adjacent 
X-labelled node. The resulting graph is shown in Fig. 12 where Aa denotes 
label A or label a, and the graph has n +3 nodes. Clearly, cy,, +$ C,1+3. In 
to derive fro cy, a graph which is not in C9 one of the neighbours of the 
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a, = . . . 
B 
Fig. 12. 
X-labelled node must be rewritten, follo=tied by one or more applications of produc- 
tion (2). Since every label connects to a, this will introduce a cycle of length 3 as 
a subgraph. 
Next, we show that L2 = u R2, where R2 contains only acyclic graphs. 
As in G,, S *g, cy,,, and t E L-. To derive from cv,, a graph which is not 
in c, one of the neighbours of the X-labelled node must be rewri n, followed by 
one or more applications of production (2). Since the labels A and 
to Q in this will break the cycle. Productions (2)-(5) cannot introduce a cycle, 
so the graph remains acyclic. 
R,n R2=0, SO L,n L-,= C. It is shown in [ 1] that is not an NLC language, so 
NLC is not closed under intersection. Cl 
l%e class NLC is not closed under set complement. 
roof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 and the fact that NLC is closed 
under set union. q 
efinitio .3. For a graph d E a). let dual(g) be the graph resu!ting from the 
following construction: 
(1) represent every edge in g by a node in dual(g), labelled by a; 
(2) connect any two nodes in dual(g) by an edge iff the corresponding edges in 
g are adjacent. 
For a graph language LC cII, let dual(L) = {dual(g) 1 g E L}. 
. The class NLC is not closed under the operation dual. 
oaf. Let L be the language of all 
in Theorem 3.2). t is straightforwar 
NLC, since the size of the graphs in dual(L) does not grow in 
constant, as required by Corollary 2 
is 
ectmg any two 
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distinct nodes u and v if and only if u and v 
For a graph language L, the edge complemeni 
Main 
are not connected by a 
Eof L is the set (gig 
Thanrnm Li i; -iLn Jn*, . .a-“. ‘c.*- I.“. 1 ‘CC r-66633 NLC is not closed under the operation e t. 
roof. The gram 
generates the language E of all non-e y chains of a-label cd nodes. Suppose, 
there is a k-ary NLC pa generates L. Let n 2 k + 3 and g E t be 
agraphwithptnodes.ket V={V,,U~,...~ u,,} be the set of nodes of g. The numbering 
of the nodes is obtained by considering g as a left-to- ght oriented chain of nodes. 
Finally, let X be a extreme set of nodes in $ with 2 a subset exists 
by Lemma 3.4.) 
Note that 1 V - Xl > 2, which i s that every node in X is connecte 
at \tsst one node o&de of X. s is because every node in g is di 
from at most two other nodes.) Thus (since X is extreme), every node in X is 
connected (in g) to every node in Ne(X). ow, consider two nodes ui and vj in 
with i <j. If i f I, then the node z+_, exist nd is not connected (in 8) to vi, whit 
lies vi_, sf Ne(X). But, q is connected (in fi) to vi-1 9 which implies that vi+ E X. 
ConGnuing this argument shows that 0, . _ . vi are all in X. Similarly, Vi.. . v,, and 
Vi+, l e- vi_? are also all in X. But now, Xl 2 n - I> k, whit is a contradiction. By 
this contradiction, we conciude that E is not NLC. II 
In this section we consider a language generating mecha 
. ( 1) A derivation step is called neighbourhood-preserving (NP) iff the 
rhood of the daughter gra t including the nodes of the 
tself) is equal to the neighbour of the mother node. 
(2) A derivation is called neighbourhood-preserving if each of its derivation steps 
is neighbourhood-preserving. 
(3) For an N LC grammar , the neighbourhood-preserving language of 
is the set of all graphs g, urhood-preserving deri 
Note that in gener 
languages L, such that, for some 
iquely determined. 
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Since arbitrary NLC derivations do not hdve this property, languages in NPNLC 
seem to be easier to parse than NLC languages. e therefore examine the relation- 
C is not a subclass NLC. 
C, S), where C = {S, A, 
C = ((A, A), (X, B), (a, I)). 
4 a}. P contains the following 
={C3, c&l,. . .}, is a circle with n nodes ( 
must start with pr (I), followed by n 2 0 a 
tions of production (2) and sn applications of production (3) to nodes not adjacent 
to th9 X-IPzbelled node. The resu!ting graph is as shown in F 
either label A or label a, and the graph has n + 3 nodes. production (3) is 
applied to the A-Iabelled node which is adjacent to the X ed node, or when 
production (5) is applied, the X-labelled node gets an a-labelled neighbour. This 
implies that production (2) cannot be applied again, since this step would not be 
neighbourhood-preserin . Therefore, the size of the graph cannot change any more, 
and only the relabelling reductions (3,4,5) can be appIied. Since a connects to 
any label, no connections are broken, and the final graph must be in Conversely, 
every graph in C is in E. It is shown in [t] that C is not an PJLC language, so 
E NPNKT - NLC. q 
core .3. NEC is not n subclass of NPNLC. 
roof. We first observe that the class NPNLC is closed under intersection with 
discrete graphs. A graph g = ( V, E) is discrete if? E = 0. Let cr1 denote the set 
of all discreiz grq~hs with nodes iabeZZed a. 
Consider a neighbourhood-preserving derivation: if, at any step, an edge is 
introduced, it cannot be broken and must be present in the final graph. Therefore, 
a neighbourhood-preserving derivation derives a discrete gra 
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P contains the following thirteen productions: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
We 
graph 
a (i=O, I,2); and 
C=ExX-((R,, _?,),( 
are interested only in the discrete grqhs in L. The derivation of a discrete 
in G proceeds in a way resembling the construction of a complete binary 
tree. At the low zst “level”, we have some number of nodes labelled Ti (for some 
i E {&I, 2)), which form a complete subgraph of the current graph. The revels above 
are filled with isolated nodes. Initially (i.e., after applying production (1) and (2) 
txrl Y Pi l r1 ; -0) . . ..*a = b 1 , :?7 e hqtra r%tro icral~taA nndn I~hailaA D .LUWW “ai* ciIJ”.UC~~ nawQb’C auww bu at0 axi two nodes labelled “r, s which 
form a complete subgraph of size 2. In order to derive a discrete graph, all edges 
on the lowest level must be broken. This can be done by rewriting all the Ti-labelled 
nodes in turn using production (3). Since (Li, I+) E! C, all connections are broken, 
and we have a discrete graph. At this point, only the relabelling productions o 
(4) and (5) can be applied. 
Instead of using productions of type (3), we can choose to expand the “tree” by 
applying productions of type (2) to the Ti-labelled nodes on the lowest level. This 
starts a new level of nodes labeiied 7; =, beiow the current level. Note that each 
such derivation step introduces an R,-labelled node, which remains connected to 
all JJabelled nodes on the current level. These connections can be broken only by 
applying production (2) to UN ‘I;;-labelled nodes on the current level. This property 
of the grammar forces the whole current level to be rewritten using production (2), 
which roughly doubles the number of nodes in the graph. 
oreover, in the derivation of a discrete graph, the “tree” can never become 
lanced: suppose that, at some stage of the derivation, the current level has 
been partially expanded, i.e., it still contains some 7;--labelled no es, and the level 
below contains some nodes labels 71_, , . Ir’ we would now apply production (2) 
(“prematurely”) to one of the K $ I - led nodes on the lowest level, we would 
introduce a connection of the form q R~: 1, which can never be broken. Therefore, 
the graph resulting from such a derivation cannot be discrete. 
Since any level in a discrete graph derived in contains twice as many nodes 
as the previous level, we have 
a}i g is discrete and lgl= 2” - I for some ~a 3 2). 
as arbitrary large ga 
bfnww3wPr I n . r..xv.rv.r*, YI , 
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since [3, Corollary 21 also applies to NLC (its proof is based on a pumping 
argument which ally applicable er the NP restriction). 
If L were in NP C, then, by the closure property shown above, Ln woul 
have to be in N Therefore, L E N C-NPNLC. 0 
ssio 
e have shown that even for a one-letter terminal alphabet the functional, inverse 
functional and symmetric restriction on the connection relation reduces the generat- 
ing power of NLC grammars. A primary technique in these proofs is the identification 
of the first point in a derivation where the number of nodes no longer 
“OG+;O~l ~ZCC”). Zy rcarrtihging derivation steps which are nearby the critical point, ** l %k’YLCfi yullrr 
we can show that certain kinds of raphs must always e present in a Ian 
generated by one o e restricted g mmars. However, s h graphs are not 
present in arbitrary EC languages, hence the restrictions are a reduction in power. 
It is still an open problem to find normal forms for NLC grammars, i.e., restrictions 
LC grammars that do not reduce their generating power. 
Other questions of interest are: How can we characterize the class of symmetric 
(functional, inverse functional) NLC languages ? What graph-theoretic operations 
preserve the NLC property? NPNLC is a class of graph languages resulting from 
a restriction on NLC derivations. We found that not all NLC languages can be 
generated this way, but we gain some non-NLC languages. Can efficient parsing 
algorithms be developed for NPNLC languages? Is the class NPNLC broad enough 
to be interesting for applications’? 
ent 
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